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INTRODUCTION

Outliers due to measurement or transcription er-
rors are usually regarded as a nuisance in data ana-
lysis. Their detection is aimed at corrective action,
either by eliminating them or by using methods that
are robust to their presence. On the other hand, ou-
tliers can be useful and informative when they reflect
real phenomena of interest. For example, an unusual
cluster of observations on a particular patient might
suggest a rare, hitherto unknown, syndrome. These
two types of outlier will be familiar to all psychiatric
epidemiologists, since problems of measurement and
definition are common in psychiatry, compared to
other branches of medicine. A third type, the outlier
patient, practice or hospital, as used in medical au-
dit, is less well known in psychiatry. Statistical me-
thods for detecting outliers of this third type do
not present fundamentally new problems. However,
their identification may be linked to the construc-
tion of «league» tables, and this is an area in which
new approaches are being developed, in particular
Bayesian methods. This short review describes the
range of techniques available for detecting outliers
and how the league table approach is being viewed
by statisticians and others.

A classic book on the subject of outliers, by Bar-
nett & Lewis (1984), describes many methods, con-
centrating on the univariate case, and provides rele-
vant tables. The simple definition stated by these au-
thors is that an outlier is an observation (or subset of
observations) which appears to be inconsistent with
the remainder of that set of data. In addition to the
technical details of the tests, Barnett & Lewis di-

scuss the general philosophy behind the tests. For
example they distinguish between a contaminant
which arises from a different population to that of
interest and a genuine but extreme observation. A
further distinction is between simple recording er-
rors which result in out-of-range values (whose treat-
ment is non-statistical) and extreme values caused by
statistical factors. They also point out that outliers
must always be defined in relation to a particular po-
pulation, because the probability model underlying
the main population affects whether a particular ob-
servation is regarded as an outlier. Thus a skewed
distribution such as the log-normal may produce ap-
parently discordant values which are in fact valid ob-
servations from the upper tails.

Deciding what to do with outliers once they have
been detected is another important issue to be consi-
dered. Most authors recommend that each case
should be considered on its merits rather than invo-
king a blanket rule, for example omitting any values
falling outside + standard deviations from the
mean. In principle one might be able to extend one's
statistical model to encompass such values but in
practice this is rarely practical because the mecha-
nism by which they were generated is usually unk-
nown. The use of robust methods may be appropria-
te for data summaries, but for a more complex ana-
lysis omitting the outliers may be the only practical
approach. In this case methods appropriate to mis-
sing-values might be used for analysing the remai-
ning data.
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Genuine but unusual characteristics in an indivi-
dual subject often occur together as clusters of varia-
bles and would be detected using multivariate me-
thods. Some of these are discussed below. Univaria-
te outliers on the other hand are often, although not
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always, the result of measurement error. If so they
would usually be sought in initial data cleaning ra-
ther than as part of a substantive analysis. Basic
techniques for univariate outlier detection are fairly
straightforward and are built into most statistical
software packages. SPSS (SPSS, 1995) for example,
indicates potential outliers using very simple criteria
(by printing out multiples of the interquartile range,
and the highest and lowest few points). STATA
(StataCorp, 1997) includes a «letter-value» display
(Tukey, 1977) which indicates the proportions of
the sample in tail areas of decreasing size starting
at 1/2 (median), quartiles, 1/8 and so on up to 1/
1024.

These are ad hoc guides but more formal approa-
ches are also available. One such method, which is
relatively easy to perform by hand, so long as the re-
levant tables are available, is based on a measure of
discordancy defined as the «excess/range» statistic,
i.e. the difference between the extreme point and
the next most extreme as a proportion of the whole
range (Dixon, 1953). A sequential or block-wise ap-
proach can also be adopted using similar «Dixon-ty-
pe» statistics, where the most extreme outliers can be
tested in presence of other potential outliers at either
end of the distribution (the phenomenon known as
«masking»). There are also versions tailored to speci-
fic distributions (such as exponential or gamma).

These by-hand calculations are thus somewhat
more flexible than the routines available in standard
software. A further drawback of many software rou-
tines is that they assume (without being very specific)
that the data are normal. Before applying a specific
test using a standard package, therefore, the distribu-
tion of the data needs to be considered and transfor-
mation (for example log-transformation) might be
necessary. Of course in a particular case, especially
with a small sample, distinguishing between a log-
normal distribution and a normal distribution with
one or two extreme points might be difficult, and
prior knowledge about plausible distributions
would be useful in this respect.

MULTIVARIATE OUTLIERS

Outliers in a multivariate context are much more
problematic. Not only do they share with univariate
outliers all the problems of interpretation mentioned
above but they usually require a more extensive ana-

lysis. Separate univariate analyses on each dimen-
sion, such as plotting histograms of the marginal di-
stributions, would not be sufficient. An individual
might have discordancies on many dimensions, each
of which was too small to detect, yet whose sum was
extreme. Although a total scale might reveal such ou-
tliers, a simple analysis such as this could be poten-
tially misleading where the individual measures were
correlated. In such a case any outliers might appear
in dimensions comprising weighted combinations of
variables, possibly with both positive and negative
weights. This type of multivariate outlier is someti-
mes detectable by plotting the last few dimensions
in a dimension-reducing technique such as principal
components analysis (Joliffe & Morgan, 1992).

A further aspect of outliers which is of particular
relevance in the multivariate case is that of «influen-
ce». Outliers in multivariate data may or may not ha-
ve high impact on the statistical model in question
depending on the dimension in which they appear.
This point has been extensively studied in regres-
sion, where the concept of «leverage», as applied to
an outlier residual from the regression model, can
be used to measure the impact of a particular obser-
vation, for example in a combined measure such as
Cook's distance (Cook, 1977). Influence statistics
are also available for logistic regression (for exam-
ple in Pregibon, 1981), and most software packages
have a number of such statistics as part of regres-
sion diagnostics.

The visual approach based on principal compo-
nents mentioned above has the advantage that it in-
dicates the particular dimension(s) on which the ou-
tlier is manifest. An alternative approach, based on a
single test statistic such as Hotelling's T2, is less in-
formative in this respect but is perhaps more conve-
nient in that it provides a specific criterion for defi-
ning outliers. It does, however, require that the pro-
bability distribution of the statistic is known or can
be estimated by simulation methods. Plotting the or-
dered values against the expected order statistics of
the distribution is often useful here: in these plots
the outlier(s) appear at the top or bottom ends of
the plot, offset from the line through the main body
of points. Gnanadesikan (1977) describes some of
these plotting techniques and also considers the in-
fluence multivariate outliers can exert on a correla-
tion matrix.

The problem of masking was mentioned in con-
nection with univariate methods. As usual the cause
of this (the presence of more than one outlier) is mo-
re difficult to detect and allow for in multivariate da-
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ta. Although multiple outliers can be sought sequen-
tially using recursive methods, this is not an ideal so-
lution. However, a recent method (Hadi, 1994) has
been proposed, based on a type of distance-based
cluster analysis. It is suitable for reasonably large
samples with at least 3p +1 cases, where p is the
number of variables. A similar approach has been
proposed by Hadi & Simonoff (1993) for detecting
outliers in regression. These methods, which are
highly computer intensive, have been incorporated
in the software package STATA.

Three particular papers, which describe practical
examples illustrating some of the points mentioned
above, can be mentioned at this point. Liu & Weng
(1991) discuss a number of the issues concerned with
outlier detection in the context of a specific complex
model in which there are both subjects, and also ob-
servations on subjects, to consider. Outlying subjects
are detected using a sequential procedure based on
Hotellings T2, with simulation used to estimate p-va-
lues associated with the T2 statistics; residuals from
the model are used to identify outlying observa-
tions. Bacon (1995) discusses the detection of ou-
tliers in correlation matrices, a topic of importance
in areas such as factor analysis and reliability asses-
sment. The performance of a number of different di-
stance measures distance are compared (Mahalano-
bis D2), Comrey D (Comrey, 1985), a measure of
correlational distance, and a new maximum likeli-
hood measure proposed by the author. A third area
concerns meta-analysis, where the outliers are para-
meter estimates from individual studies rather than
subjects or observations. Outliers are clearly impor-
tant here and are perhaps relatively likely to occur,
given the lack of central control over data. Huffcutt
& Arthur (1995) have developed a «sample-adjusted
meta-analytic deviancy statistic» which reflects the
influence of the particular study on the overall con-
clusions, taking account of sample size.

LEAGUE TABLES

The concept of an outlier hospital, practice or pa-
tient in medical audit and actuarial studies has recen-
tly become an issue, especially in the USA. For
example, in that country hospitals may be especially
compensated for any state-sponsored patients with
particularly high costs; the latter clearly have to be
identified according to some agreed rule. In many

countries hospitals and consultants may be ranked
by civil servants or consumer groups according to
performance scores, and the extremes (best and
worst) identified. While such financial or political
motivations for identifying outliers are currently
mainly confined to general hospitals, and use
«hard» criteria such as mortality rates, the possibili-
ty that psychiatric service providers and consumers
might eventually be ranked in this way should be
considered. It is natural for the general public and
officials to interpret the extremes as outliers, even
if their scores are not particularly far removed from
the main body of data.

There has been some criticism of this «league ta-
ble» approach on general grounds, such as the diffi-
culty of fairly adjusting for risk factors, and the con-
centration on individuals rather than on general im-
provements in health (see for example Hofer & Hay-
ward, 1996). There are also statistical criticisms of
the simplistic ranking methods which are often
used; such criticisms have also been voiced in other
fields, for example in UK educational statistics, whe-
re league tables are also common. The attribution to
chance of a particular position is rarely admitted by
officials but can be demonstrated by statistical me-
thods. Bayesian analysis can be used to throw light
on this, and a discussion of the Bayesian analysis
of league tables is given by Goldstein & Spiegelhal-
ter (1996). A recent letter by Langford (1997) shows
an example in which such methods were used to find
mean ranks with 95% confidence intervals. Here, the
hospital ranked first out of 17 (in mortality rates)
has mean empirical Bayes rank 2.8, with 95% confi-
dence interval (1-9). The comparison between the
estimated mean rank (2.8) with the rank (1) actually
observed in one particular year shows that its relati-
ve position could well be improved on a future occa-
sion, and the width of the confidence interval is an
indication of the level of uncertainty. (In fact instabi-
lity is often observed in practice, as the ordering of
league tables typically changes from year to year.)

SUMMARY

Outliers may be of interest in their own right or
they may merely be distractions from the point in
question, and a hindrance to generalisation. In the
medical field, including psychiatry, concise summa-
ry statistics and parsimonious models have tended
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to be the main aim of many studies. However, partly
motivated by the requirements of medical audit and
other political and financial considerations, the de-
tection of outliers as an end in itself is becoming a
subject of interest in the public domain, and this
may extend from medicine in general to psychiatry.
The recognition of uncertainty in ranks using statisti-
cal methods can place the labels «best» and «worst»,
when applied to hospitals and consultants, into per-
spective, and here new developments in Bayesian me-
thods will be important. Other areas of current deve-
lopment include computer intensive methods for
multiple, multivariate outliers and for outlier detec-
tion tailored to specific situations such as correlatio-
nal models in factor analysis and reliability studies,
and in meta-analysis. These areas are likely to be
of particular interest to psychiatric epidemiologists
because of the complex nature of their data.
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